A Mobile App Supporting Field Trip Organization for Natural and Cultural Heritage Exploration
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ABSTRACT

Mobile tourist guides have great potential to promote Cultural and Natural Heritage but usually do this from a narrow perspective, such as a single exhibition or museum, failing to provide users with an integrated viewpoint of the resources available in a geographical area. The organization of tourist plans might thus be challenging because of the many information sources to be consulted. Current tourist guides also limit users’ freedom in building custom trips because they almost fully control the itinerary generation process. Moreover, they fail to recognize that cultural and scientific tours might include both the visit to places and the execution of activities aimed at deepening people’s experience through experimental work. This is a limitation, especially for the learning field, which recognizes the importance of practical activities in strengthening students’ knowledge and understanding.

To address this issue, we developed the FieldTripOrganizer application as a model to create mobile tourist guides that support the design of plans suitable for cultural/scientific tourism. FieldTripOrganizer empowers users to design a trip by helping them select Points of Interest and activities that are relevant to the interests and knowledge background of the people who will participate in the tour. Moreover, it simultaneously provides information filtering, automated scheduling, and user-awareness support to let users compose the itinerary from scratch while being informed about the feasibility of the options that can be included without violating its time constraints. We exploited FieldTripOrganizer to present the Cultural and Natural resources provided by the Geodidalab scientific laboratory located in the area of Ivrea (Piedmont, Italy).

CCS CONCEPTS

• Information systems  →  Web searching and information discovery; Recommender systems; • Human-centered computing  →  Interaction techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Promoting geological, natural, and cultural heritage is crucial for increasing public awareness of the relevance of the sciences in everyday life [27, 33]. Specifically, to achieve sustainable usage of the land and provide economic support to local communities, it is essential to find new ways to communicate the values of Natural and Cultural Heritage [18].

The increasing diffusion of mobile tourist guides can dramatically enhance the promotion of this heritage in a territory by making information accessible at a low cost through the Internet. However, these guides limit the potential of exploration because they are either specific to a single site (and thus fail to provide a unified view of what is available in a geographical region), or they model resources as generic Points of Interest (Pols) to be visited; e.g., see Roadtrippers1, and wanderlog2. Indeed, the itineraries that support a rich exploration of territory have as a key aspect the execution of activities and possibly experiments supporting a deeper understanding of natural phenomena. Thus, similar to what is done on

1https://roadtrippers.com/
2https://wanderlog.com/
the websites of specific cultural places, PoIs have to be modeled as complex entities that might include cultural and scientific activities to be carried out.

As part of the OPENALPLAB project\(^1\), we are conducting research on the development of a web app that provides active educational support for preschool, elementary and secondary school, and universities with a specific focus on Piedmont (Piemonte), a region in the North-West of Italy. We propose the FieldTripOrganizer application as a model for the development of tourist guides that provide an effective, integrated view of Cultural and Natural Heritage, supporting both the visit to places and the planning of cultural and scientific activities while traveling. The flexibility of this application is based on:

- A semantic representation that supports the specification of PoIs as complex entities that can offer different types of activities.
- The provision of filters supporting the selection of the domains of interest of PoIs, and activities (to distinguish, e.g., historical or archaeological places from natural, petrographic or glaciological ones), and of the school level required by the activities (for everybody, starting from primary or secondary school, and so forth).
- An itinerary generation service that supports the incremental design of a schedule satisfying the specified time constraints, while being constantly aware of which PoIs and activities can be selected without exceeding the time limits of the tour.

By offering these functions, the mobile guide becomes a digital companion that helps the user (i) find interesting items to be included in the itinerary, and (ii) design a schedule that is consistent with the overall constraints of the tour. Our application is suitable to support teachers in the organization of field trips for student classes, but also families and other tourist groups, who can consult the mobile app to autonomously design the tours.

In the following, Section 2 relates our work to out-of-school learning and field trips. Section 3 positions it in the related work about tourist guides. Section 4 describes the OPENALPLAB project and Section 5 presents FieldTripOrganizer. Section 6 discusses how the application might be improved by enhancing its capability to adapt to the individual user, or to the tourist group that the user represents. Section 7 discusses our future work and concludes the paper.

### 2 FIELD TRIPS

While FieldTripOrganizer can help different types of users in the design of tourist plans, its capability to integrate cultural visits and the execution of activities within an itinerary makes it particularly suitable to support teachers in planning field trips for their student classes. This is relevant to all school levels but privileges the organization of didactic activities for young students, who can particularly benefit from field trips and out-of-school learning.

A lot of research has focused over the years on students’ understanding and learning of scientific phenomena: [10] highlights that knowledge of natural environments in early childhood education has particular relevance for people’s future academic education. Young children develop ideas about their environment based on their everyday experiences [9, 22]. They are intrinsically interested and motivated to explore and enjoy the environment [12, 30], at the point that they have been described as “natural” scientists [34]. Many studies showed that scientific content related to processes underlying biological and physical phenomena is highly attractive to children at an early age because they are biologically prepared to learn about their environment [10].

To effectively learn a scientific subject, visiting natural environments and performing field experiments are very important. In particular, nature field trips have been shown to be a valuable tool for learning science [8, 26, 31]. These are pedagogical experiences with three key features: they happen outside the classroom, they have an educational objective, and they create practical activities and experiences for the students [15]. Nature field trips are an exceptional pedagogical tool for science learning, compared to traditional teaching, as they provide a multisensory environment where to connect abstract content developed in the classroom with the real world, improving the understanding of knowledge and producing strong long-term memories.

### 3 TOURIST GUIDES

The research about mobile tourist guides developed several location-based hypertext models that take the user’s preferences into account to support the exploration of information. For instance, GUIDE [5] exploited individual user profiles to present PoIs. PIL [19] advanced hypertext with multimedia content preparation and ubiquitous user modeling to personalize the visit and content presentation. OnToMap [23] enhanced the presentation of information about a geographical region through faceted information search. Braunofer and Ricci [2] extended mobile guides to take the user’s context into account. Other works investigated the adoption of personalization strategies to improve advanced user interfaces for Cultural Heritage exploration [1, 7]. All these applications offer advanced and personalized support for information exploration but most of them fail to support itinerary scheduling, which is a key feature of our work. Moreover, they overlook the possibility to carry out activities within the PoIs, which is particularly relevant for Natural Heritage exploration but can be relevant to other types of visits, such as, e.g., arts or history-related ones.

Tourist trip planners manage the temporal aspects of travel plans but, different from our work, they fail to support the user in the autonomous design of such plans. Specifically, these systems generate optimized itineraries based on the acquisition of user preferences concerning location, budget, travel dates, and categories of places to be visited [11, 20]. Moreover, recent tour planners personalize the travel plans by analyzing other tourists’ past behavior and/or the popularity of places [4, 6, 17], or building an individual user profile that describes the user’s traveling behavior, as in PersTour [21]. Context-aware tourist recommender systems take both preferences and rich context parameters, such as the user’s mood into account [2, 3]. Some systems use information extracted from Location-Based Social Networks for personalization [28], and other ones apply techniques to nudge people towards sustainable tourism [24]. Finally, some systems enable the user to criticize the proposed solutions or to modify them by adding/removing places, as in the case of

---

\(^1\)https://openalplab.unito.it/
City Trip Planner [32], but they do not support her/him in the incremental creation of the tour plan.

Analogously, most current commercial trip planners fail to support the collaborative design of tour plans because they present ready-made solutions. Only in some cases, as in wanderlog⁴, the user has full control of the selection of PoIs but (s)he is also responsible for scheduling the itinerary because the system does not offer this function. In comparison, we aim to empower the user to actively build the tourist plan considering both the visits to places and the execution of activities during the tour.

4 INTEGRATING THE FRUITION OF CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE

4.1 Background

The geodiversity of the Piedmont region materializes in some sites having high scientific, educational, and touristic value. The sites where this geoheritage is preserved (geosites) therefore have both public and private interests. They are subjects of research, content for educational activities, and destinations for geotourism proposals. They can also become targets for projects of geoconservation, economic valorization, sustainable management, and conscious usage. In this context, some of the authors of this paper developed the ProgeoPiemonte [13] and GeoDIVE [14] projects, which focus on scientific education and communication touching on the following aspects:

- PROGRESS IN THE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE – Specialized research groups collaborate to increase scientific knowledge about the geological history of Piedmont, climate and environmental changes, natural hazards, land use, and geo-resources.
- LAND DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION, AND COMMUNICATION – The knowledge is not only shown through the geological sites, but also through the development of museum collections, exhibitions, and nature trails designed to promote geological tourism in Piedmont. The projects involve the development of techniques for the visual representation of the geological processes and the setting up of experimental projects with schools, which will allow the preparation of educational tools useful for spreading Earth Science knowledge.
- COLLABORATION WITH THE LOCAL COMMUNITIES – All activities are carried out in collaboration with qualified local partners to clarify the needs of local asset management. The economic assessment of geodiversity at the local and regional scale will allow the production of guidelines for the geoconservation and the integrated management of Piedmont’s geological heritage.

4.2 The OPENALPLAB Project

OPENALPLAB focuses on field trip creation and management by means of a dedicated web app. This project aims at developing and disseminating knowledge to the general public. Specifically, it focuses on the areas where the Mosso Institute (Cimalegna plateau, Monte Rosa, Valle d’Aosta) and the Geodidalab educational laboratory (Lago San Michele, Ivrea) are located. These areas are easily accessible and heavily frequented but are subject to different issues. They are strongly related to the surrounding territory and offer numerous and diversified ecosystem services, provided their natural balance is not compromised by anthropic factors. The Mosso Institute was established on the Cimalegna plateau in 1907 for physiological studies at high altitudes. It was then upgraded by a Geophysical Observatory in 1927 and, later, by the Snow and Alpine Soils Laboratory. The GeoDidaLab established at the “Polveriera” park on Lake San Michele, is an environmental education and research laboratory now directed by the Department of Earth Sciences, University of Turin (Italy). In the GeoDidaLab, students are involved in a variety of indoor and outdoor educational experiences, mainly realized using recycled and/or recyclable materials.

To improve the use of these areas, we are working to create a network of researchers, administrators, and local stakeholders who can share a multidisciplinary knowledge framework, with a perspective of dissemination and public engagement aimed at environmental protection. In this context, OPENALPLAB becomes an effective tool to generate positive economic and cultural impacts, both direct (self-financing of educational and tourist services) and indirect (promotion of employment induced by environmental resources, development of geotourism, and environmental education).

5 THE FIELDTRIPORGANIZER APPLICATION

Within the OPENALPLAB project, we developed the FieldTripOrganizer app, which supports the design and booking of travel itineraries from mobile phones, tablets, and laptop devices. The current instance of the app is configured to present Cultural and Natural Heritage information about the geographical area around Ivrea but the knowledge base of the system can be extended to cover other geographical areas.

5.1 Itinerary Design

In the first step of the interaction with the user, the application elicits the time constraints of the tour, which are used to support the selection of items that can be included in the itinerary without violating any time constraints.

An important feature of our system is that, while the user builds the itinerary, it continuously keeps her/him aware of the spare time for adding further items without exceeding the maximum duration of the tour. The system estimates this information by invoking a scheduling service that optimizes the partial itinerary and shows the spare time in the top-left portion of the user interface; see component “Tempo a disposizione rimanente” (letter A) of Figure 1.

In the left portion of the user interface, FieldTripOrganizer shows a set of filters that enable the user to focus on the types of items that are relevant to the tour. The filters enable the user to select: the geographical area of interest (letter B - “Seleziona un’area”), the domains of interest of PoIs and activities (letter C - “Interessi luoghi”, e.g., historical, natural, archaeological, etc.), the school level of the activities (letter D - “Difficoltà attività”, e.g. for everybody, from primary school up, etc.), and by type (letter E - “Tipologia attività”, i.e., indoors or outdoors). This supports dynamic filtering [29]; the

⁴https://wanderlog.com/
Figure 1: User interface to select the items of the field trip. Layout for a tablet or laptop.

right portion of the page shows the list of PoIs and activities that satisfy the user’s selections (letter F).

The presentation of the PoIs and activities that satisfy the filters applied by the user is organized by using the PoIs as pivots: if a PoI offers any activities, the system lists them within the widget that describes it, as in Figure 2 (letter G). The key feature is the visual annotation of items with semaphores that inform the user about the feasibility of visits and activities within the partial itinerary. As shown in the figure, for each item the application shows:

- the title of the item;
- its expected duration, and a green (or red) semaphore that specifies whether it can be safely added to the itinerary or not;
- if the item is an activity, which the school level is required to carry it out;
- the domains of interest of the item;
- a button (“Più dettagli”) to view more information about it;
- on the right, each item has an orange button (“Aggiungi attività”) to add it to the itinerary, or to remove it from the itinerary after having included it.

The traffic lights next to the duration of the items are aimed at preventing the user from breaking the time constraints by selecting an activity, or a PoI, that takes too much to be reached from the places of the partial itinerary or has an excessive duration.
5.2 Finalization of the Itinerary

The user can iteratively revise the itinerary that, during this phase, is shown as a list of activities (letter H). When (s)he finalizes it, the application refreshes the user interface as in Figure 3. The visualization reports its overall time span (letter I) and the presentation of its schedule (letter L), as computed by the internal itinerary generator. The schedule is presented both in a geographical map (right portion of the user interface) and as a sorted list of items that includes a card for each PoI or activity (cards are interactive and can be clicked to receive details about items). If two adjacent cards describe different places, in the itinerary they are separated by the displacement time. For instance, the itinerary in Figure 3 includes a 10 minutes transfer from the place of the first item to that of the second one.

The system enables the user to book the itinerary with the local team that will assist the tourist group during the tour: by clicking the “Prenota itinerario” button in the top-left section of the user interface, it is possible to send an e-mail message to the local team that will respond with the organizational details.

Notice that the current version of FieldTripOrganizer does not support the enactment of the itinerary and the tracking of the activities while they are performed during the field trip. This is part of our future work.

Figure 4 shows the same itinerary as Figure 3 on a mobile phone. In this layout, the map and the items of the itinerary are alternative components that the user can visualize by clicking on buttons “Elenco delle attività” (list of activities) and “Mappa” (map), respectively. Below such buttons, the user interface shows the schedule.

6 THE NEED TO PERSONALIZE

The current model underlying FieldTripOrganizer supports information filtering and automated scheduling to enhance the interaction with the user. However, other aspects concerning the user interface, and the functions it offers, might be improved by extending the
application with personalization techniques. In the following, we briefly report them:

- The first aspect concerns the presentation style, which is currently based on the one-size-for-all model. To improve the user interface, we might consider the adaptation of the item descriptions to the user’s domain expertise, either by acquiring details about the user or simply enabling her/him to select the technicality level of the presentation. The current version is mainly targeted to science teachers, and in fact, it presents items using a somehow technical language. Obviously, the introduction of multiple presentation styles is knowledge-intensive and, for the moment, we have supported a minimum tuning of presentation detail by organizing the knowledge about items in two levels, the surface one (which is directly shown in the user interface) and the detailed one, which can be visualized on demand, by clicking on the more information links associated with items.
- The second aspect concerns the scheduling of the activities. Currently, the itinerary generator assumes a fixed displacement time between places and this might be a problem because not all the people move at the same speed (e.g., consider a group of small children vs. young adults), or they might need a flexible number of breaks to restore. Moreover, FieldTripOrganizer builds an itinerary that is going to be the...

Figure 3: Visualization of an itinerary on a tablet or laptop. By clicking on an item in the itinerary, the corresponding pin becomes highlighted - not shown in the figure.
same for all the members of the tourist group that is going to participate in the tour. This is suitable for student classes up to secondary school and for families with young children. However, it might be limiting for adult tourist groups who might want to separate in some parts of the tour, e.g., to visit different places or carry out different activities, as supported by TourRec [16].

In our future work, we will investigate these aspects that involve both the design phase, during which the user builds the schedule, and the enactment one, to support the visitors’ group while they travel and carry out the planned activities.

7 TECHNICAL DETAILS

The architecture of a mobile guide built using FieldTripOrganizer includes three main components:

1. the FieldTripOrganizer shell that manages the interaction with the user;
2. a content management system (Omeka-S\(^5\)) storing the data presented by the mobile guide;
3. the itinerary generation service supporting interactive scheduling.

During the interaction with the user, the shell queries the content management system through APIs to retrieve the information about places and activities to be shown in the user interface of the mobile guide. Moreover, it queries the itinerary generator to retrieve scheduling information.

As a building block for the design and development of FieldTripOrganizer, we specified the structure of items (PoIs and activities) and itineraries by developing an OWL-S [25] ontology defining the main concepts and the relations among them. We then used this ontology to configure the Omeka-S content management system on the itinerary generation domain. Omeka-S supports the authoring of information by offering a friendly user interface to input domain data. We thus avoided the development of an ad hoc user interface for this purpose.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the FieldTripOrganizer application, which supports teachers and families or tourist groups in the design of cultural/scientific tour plans. In summary, this application empowers the user to design a tour by helping her/him select Points of Interest and activities that are relevant to her/his interests and, at the same time, comply with the overall time constraints to be respected. This is aimed at inducing the user to focus on the creative and relevant part of the tour organization, i.e., the selection of what to do, leveraging the system for the execution of possibly difficult and annoying consistency checks that might be a source of distraction and make the organization task long and heavy.

In our future work, we plan to organize a user study to evaluate the efficacy of the application in supporting tourist plan organization, as well as field trip organization for out-of-school learning. Specifically, we will organize a user test involving teachers of any level of school in the organization of field trips for their student classes. In our future work, we will also investigate the personalization issues discussed in Section 6 to improve the user experience with the application.
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